Surface-Enhanced Raman Scattering-Based Odor Compass: Locating Multiple Chemical Sources and Pathogens.
Olfaction is important for identifying and avoiding toxic substances in living systems. Many efforts have been made to realize artificial olfaction systems that reflect the capacity of biological systems. A sophisticated example of an artificial olfaction device is the odor compass which uses chemical sensor data to identify odor source direction. Successful odor compass designs often rely on plume-based detection and mobile robots, where active, mechanical motion of the sensor platform is employed. Passive, diffusion-based odor compasses remain elusive as detection of low analyte concentrations and quantification of small concentration gradients from within the sensor platform are necessary. Further, simultaneously identifying multiple odor sources using an odor compass remains an ongoing challenge, especially for similar analytes. Here, we show that surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) sensors overcome these challenges, and we present the first SERS odor compass. Using a grid array of SERS sensors, machine learning analysis enables reliable identification of multiple odor sources arising from diffusion of analytes from one or two localized sources. Specifically, convolutional neural network and support vector machine classifier models achieve over 90% accuracy for a multiple odor source problem. This system is then used to identify the location of an Escherichia coli biofilm via its complex signature of volatile organic compounds. Thus, the fabricated SERS chemical sensors have the needed limit of detection and quantification for diffusion-based odor compasses. Solving the multiple odor source problem with a passive platform opens a path toward an Internet of things approach to monitor toxic gases and indoor pathogens.